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Items covered for this sprint
jira tickets listed here

2012-03-19 scrum call

Attending

Benn
Marie
Heather

Scruminess

What have you done since the previous call?
Benn - working on getting the validation working in enrollment petition form
Marie - getting UI stuff working; some things are not showing up on other pages which may or may not be a permissions issue

What are you planning to do between now and the next call?
Benn - more on validation
Marie - continue to work on UI stuff

Any impediments/stumbling blocks?
Benn - none
Marie - question on permissions ("viewvar"); it didn't seem to change, but something is not working properly for Marie

2012-03-21 scrum call

Attending

Benn
Marie
Heather

Scruminess

What have you done since the previous call?
Benn - partial commits for petitions
Marie - have all the UI 1.3 stuff converted to 2.0 for the headers

What are you planning to do between now and the next call?
Benn - working on the rest of the petitions stuff
Marie - will continue to hunt down bugs in the 2.0 conversion of UI headers; cleaning up html/css

Any impediments/stumbling blocks?
Benn - none
Marie - none

https://bugs.internet2.edu/jira/secure/IssueNavigator.jspa?reset=true&jqlQuery=project+%3D+10080+AND+labels+%3D+sprint05
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2012-03-23 dev call

Attending

Agenda

Scrum

What have you done since the previous call?
Benn - petitions controller
Scott - n/a
Marie - cleanup on UI

What are you planning to do between now and the next call?
Benn - petitions controller and partial commit expected
Scott - grouper integration work
Marie - some more cleanup on UI, sending files to Benn

Any impediments/stumbling blocks?
Benn - none
Scott - none
Marie - none

Review of what's due vs demo deadline (see Roadmap view)
key work in petitions, grouper, UI; hold off panic regarding list until April 6

I2MM travel logistics vs demo planning
aiming for updating the demo script Saturday night before the meeting; this will between Benn and Heather, and we'll review it with the Dev team 
Sunday morning

OSIdM4HE Phoenix f2f

how to represent the VO view at the table?
VO don't come to the table with the right vocabulary or background to know what an IdM should look like; they always grow up 
organically and with gaps in the infrastructure; IdM as a toolset to be offered to VO would be huge, but how this would work given lack of 
understanding is challenging

Next week's meeting will be about marketing materials and figuring out to attract investors; we can say that part of the materials that need to be 
generated over time is materials for VO architects, and even more for VO that need an architect and don't have one but they do have scientists, 
and that's to whom this must be sold; the community should be watching what is happening with the Globus Online effort b/c they are going to go 
after this space and offer science VO IdM and more as hosted services; any discussion about VO and this space has to include info on what 
Globus is doing
this should be brought up in more detail in the hallway or as a BoF at the member meeting

Review upcoming schedules
moving scrum later 30 minutes

log() vs debug()
Email from Scott: "requirements to translate"
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